
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Real-Time Precision: Dialog TH Buddy provides real-time monitoring of temperature and 

humidity, ensuring the utmost precision in preserving your valuable goods.

Affordable Excellence: We understand the budget constraints, and that's why Dialog TH 

Buddy is not just reliable but also budget-friendly.

Easy Integration: Seamlessly integrate Dialog TH Buddy into your existing systems without 

hassle, enhancing your operational efficiency.

Scalable Solutions: As your business grows, our IoT solutions grow with you, ensuring

scalability and adaptability.

Comprehensive Support: We stand by your side every step of the way, offering

comprehensive customer support and after-sales service.

Data-Driven Advantage: Make informed decisions that lead to enhanced efficiency and 

significant cost savings with data-driven insights.

DIALOG TH BUDDY: YOUR TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY GUARDIAN

Affordable IoT
Solutions for
Efficiency and
Sustainability

Introducing our cutting-edge SME IoT Solu-

tions, designed to empower your business with 

cost-effective and  sustainable technology. Our 

flagship product, Dialog TH Buddy,   revolutionizes   

temperature   and humidity monitoring, safeguarding 

your sensitive goods with precision and ease.



Tailored for SMEs: Our SME IoT Solutions are designed specifically to cater 
to the unique needs of small and medium-sized enterprises. Affordable, 
user-friendly, and scalable.

Dialog TH Buddy Preservation: Ensure the safety and longevity of  your 
sensitive  goods  with  Dialog TH Buddy's real-time temperature and
humidity monitoring.

Competitive Edge: Gain a competitive  advantage with  easy integration  
into  your  existing systems and our unwavering commitment to customer 
suport.

User-Friendly: With plug-and-play capabilities,  our  IoT  solutions,  including  
Dialog TH Buddy,  are user-friendly and easy for technicians to install and 
operate.

Remote  Monitoring: Monitor  environmental  conditions  remotely,  reducing  
the need  forconstant on-site presence and providing peace of mind.

After-Sales Support: Our exceptional after-sales support and maintenance 
services are here to assist technicians promptly, ensuring a seamless 
expeence.

KEY TAKEAWAYS



HOW CAN TH BUDDY HELP?

Join us on the  path  to  a  more  efficient  and  sustainable  future.  Embrace  the  power  of  

IoT    

solutions tailored to your SME's needs.  Experience  real-time  monitoring,  precision,  and  

peace of mind with Dialog TH Buddy.

Contact us today to learn more and embark  on  a  journey  towards  a  brighter,  more

efficient tomorrow!
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Vanilla

Agriculture

Food Storage and

Supply Chain

Crop Monitoring:Farmers can 

use temperature and humidity 

sensors to

monitor the conditions

in their fields.

Pharmaceuticals can maintain 

precise temperature control, 

ensuring the efficacy and safety of 

life-saving drugs and vaccines, 

while also facilitating regulatory 

compliance,

standards and cost savings.

Warehousing: Temperature 

and humidity monitoring in 

food storage facilities can 

help maintain the

quality and safety of stored 

goods,

reducing food wastage.

Greenhouse

Control

www. business.dialog.lk Business@dialog.lk 0777 227 224For more Details


